
Checking Out

Writers often take on crazy jobs under the heading, “I only need this for a minute because

my star is rising fast!’” I wore my dress shirts at some jobs until they were practically see-

through because I thought I shouldn’t waste my money on new shirts when this current project

I’m writing is a sure fire HIT, and when my ship comes in, this is one boy who will never be

caught wearing dress shirts, slacks ‘n ties that’s for sure!

One of the jobs I had was at the city morgue.  Yes, old buddy Andy was tagging toes and

putting bodies in the cooler. It was the perfect job for a creative writer because I worked Monday

through Friday from 4-midnight. I could pitch my songs during the day and still have the

weekends to play with my girls. The morgue had a typewriter and a copy machine so I could

create my stories while getting paid. And certainly, dead people aren’t very demanding, so as

long as the city behaved itself, I could write away all night long.

Of course, within a month or two, I came to realize my job at the morgue was nothing of

what I was thinking it would be. I was assisting the medical examiner on autopsies nearly every

night. The problem was that being a creative writer, I was always asking inquisitive questions

and the medical examiner loved sharing all his knowledge, so he would save all the problematic

autopsies for my shift so he could instruct me step by step in the adventures of answering the

questions that a sudden death creates. I was his personal student. He was my professor of death.

I would always take notes in my quiet time and keep a diary of the many ways people die.

After a year had passed, I realized that there must be a better job for a writer than doing

autopsies, so I moved on to my next adventure.

But I still have all the stories I wrote and figured I’d put some on my website. Nothing

gory or disgusting. Nothing negative or horrifying. Some are kind of funny. Some are thought-

provoking or interesting. 

If my people like them, there is more to share. If not, move on to other stories. I just like

to give people options.

Enjoy    


